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unknown quantity or, after the discoverer,
Rontgen rays. They are invisible. They produce no light, yet they affect a sensitized photographic plate and a . phosphorescent screen.
Many substances which are entire~y opaque to
light are more or less transparent to X-rays.
They are not cathode rays, for they are not
affected by a magnet.

discovery that the X-rays clearly show cavities
and diseased areas at a stage preceding cavity
formation. If a physician needs to know
certain facts about the patient's digestion he
gives the patient food mixed with bismuth
subnitrate, a harmless substance which is
opaque to X-rays. Then, by means of radiographs taken at regular intervals, he can learn
What the X-Rays Are
whether the passage of the food is unduly
' It was long supposed that these strange delayed at any point.
rays must be entirely distinct in their nature
The physician can study not merely the outline
from light, because' apparently they could not of the organs but their very movements. For
be reflected, refracted, or polarized. But later this he uses the X-rays and the fluorescent
experiments ~end to show that the X-rays are screen, on which he sees the shadows of the
really ether vibrations, essentially like light, and beating heart, the breathing lungs, and the
that the difficulty in refracting or reflecting peristaltic intestinal contractions. them is due to the extreme shortness of the
Continued exposure to X-rays is very destrucX-ray wave-lengths.
tive to living tissues. The rays are, therefore,
The fascinating ·and useful property of the used in the treatment of morbid growths and
X-rays is their power to show us things which diseased conditions of the tissues. For the
we cannot discern by any other known means. same reason the strictest precautions are
They penetrate certain substances, including necessary in using the rays, many . serious
:(lesh, readily ; bone, less easily ; and denser accidents to the operators and even death
substances like lead and platinum, little or having resulted from X-ray burns. The apparfl.-·
not at all. ·In fact, S"Q.bstances
tus invented by Drs. Hoist
01 s c 0 v ERE R 0 F X- RAys
in general are transparent to
·
and Bouwers, of Amsterdam,
banishes these dange;rs. It
· the rays in proportion to -t heir
density and the thickness of
consists of a tube which genthe object.
·
/'
erates a . powerful 'b eam of
Rormerly surgeons were at
X- rays like a searchlight.
a great disadvantage in op.e ratFrom this tube no X-rays
ing for conditions that lay
emerge except in the searchconcealed far below the surlight beams, so that there is
face of the body, particJI}arly
no danger of the operator
in vital regions. N<;>w, before
being exposed . to the action
setting a broken bone, a surof the X-rays.
·The field of X-rays is con/
geon can have an X-ray photograph taken, whiGh shows
stantly expanding. They have
him the exact condition of
been used to detect hidden
the fracture and the position
flaws in iron castings, to study
of the fragments. After he
the structure of crystals, and
has reduced the fracture, he
to aid in chemical analysis.
has another radiograph take~,
It has been found for ordinary light that every subwhich sh.ows just how well he
has succeeded. Or, in the case
stance emits its peculiar and
of a bullet wound or an injury
characteristic wave-length, and
caused by the presence of
so we can determine a subsome other foreign body, Professor Wilhelm RGntgen, ·whose dis- stance by the light that it ·
X-ray pictures show whether eo very of X-rays ha$ so greatly helped gives off (see Spectrum and
the foreign body is still in
the surgeon in his work.
Spectroscope). It has simithe tissues, and, if so, where it is. But these larly been found that every substance that
are the mere commonplaces of radiography. gives off X-rays emits its special kinds of
Improveme~ts and refinements of technique ~-rays, that ·is, rays of certain definite waveare making it more and more possible to study lengths peculiar to that substance. The study
tumours al).d soft tissues of the body in the of the X-ray spectra of different substances
both by emission and absorption·, which is
same way.
Internal medicine, too, owes the X -ray an receiving the scientist s' close attention, is giving
immense debt. The tremendously important us new knowledge of the structure of atoms,
and difficult task of the early diagnosis of for X-rays, having such short wave-lengths,
tuberculosis has been made much easier by the reach the atoms.
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